
 
 

 
 
 
 

R&R 034 R01 

ons to ensure your cPlease follow the fixing and care instructi urtain rod is fitted safely and retains its 
high quality finish.  

 
This instruction leaflet applies to the following products: 

 
AD149641 – L Shape to Wall and Ceiling Rod (Large) 
AD159641 – L Shape to Wall and Ceiling Rod (Small) 

 
Fixing Pack Contents 
(A) Fixing screws x 6 
(B) Wall plugs x 6 
(C) Hex head key x 1 
(D) Spare grub screw x 3 
 
Tools Required 
Drill; 6mm masonry drill bit (6mm ceramic drill bit optional); Cross-head screwdriver; Pencil; Spirit level; 
Fine toothed hacksaw; Hex head key (Supplied) 
 
KEEP DIY TOOLS OUT OF THE REACH OF CHILDREN 
 
Home Safety Advice 
Always take care when using an electric drill, particularly in the bathroom.  Always check for hidden 
cables and pipe work before drilling and take extreme care if there is any water in the working area. It 
is advisable to use a residual current circuit breaker (RCCB).   
 
Always wear suitable eye protection when drilling. 
 
If the product is to be fitted on a ceramic tiled wall, a ceramic drill bit should be used.  Always ensure 
that the drill hole passes through the central tiled area rather than through the grouted area. To prevent 
damage to the tile, mask the area around the hole with tape before drilling. 
 
Note: The wall plugs supplied are for use on solid walls only. For cavity walls or plasterboard 
use specialist fixings that are available from all good DIY stores. 
 
Fixing Instructions 
1. Lay out the components in the desired configuration. Measure around the bath or shower tray to 
determine exact dimensions and shape. Join the rod sections together using the corner joint, tapping 
gently into place if required.  When joining straight and corner sections together please ensure the 
corresponding dimples are aligned. (See Fig.5) 
 
Notes: The rods can be cut to length if required using a fine toothed hacksaw, but always cut the end of 
the rod which fits and is concealed within the wall bracket.  Ensure the end of the rod is cut square and 
is deburred. 
 
2. Measure the drop of the shower curtain to determine the position of the wall brackets, allowing for 
the curtain hooks and sufficient overlap in the bath or tray.  Place the first wall bracket in the desired 
location and mark through the screw holes with a pencil (See Fig 1). 
 
3. Using a 6mm masonry drill, drill the hole in the marked position to a depth of 30mm. If drilling 
through tiles, please pre-drill using a ceramic drill bit. 
 
4. Insert the wall plugs to the surface of the wall. If fitting to a tiled surface, the wall plug should be 
inserted below the surface of the tile to avoid cracking. Fix the wall bracket to the wall using the screws 
provided. (See Fig 2). 
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5. Insert the rod assembly into the fixed wall bracket and use it as a guide to position the second wall 
bracket.  Check the assembly is horizontal (See Fig 3). 
 
6. Secure the second wall bracket into position by repeating steps 2 - 4.  
 
7.  Slide the wall bracket covers and the ‘C’ hooks onto the rail prior to inserting the rod assembly into 
the wall brackets.  Slide the covers over the wall brackets to conseal all fixings. Secure each cover by 
tightening the grub screws, one through the clearance hole of the wall bracket onto the surface of the 
rod, and the other onto the wall bracket. (See Fig 4). 
 
8. Determine a suitable location for the ceiling support rod.  Attach the ceiling support bracket ‘A’ onto 
the rod by clipping it in place.  Measure the distance between the ceiling and the top of the ceiling 
support bracket ‘A’ and add 28mm, (which is the depth of tube into the ceiling support bracket), to this 
dimension. (See Fig 5).  Cut the ceiling support tube to the required length using a fine toothed 
hacksaw.  Ensure the end of the tube is cut square and is deburred. 
 
9. Assemble the ceiling bracket and bracket cover onto the ceiling support rod, check it is vertical, and 
use a pencil to mark its screw hole positions. (See Fig 6).  Drill and screw the bracket to ceiling using 
the screws provided, either into a ceiling joist or use a cavity wall plug.  Slide the cover over the bracket 
and secure by tightening the grub screws, one through the clearance hole on the ceiling bracket onto 
the surface of the rod, and the other onto the ceiling bracket. (See Fig 4). 
 
10. Secure the ceiling rod into the ceiling support bracket using the screw provided. (See Fig.5 A) 
Do not overtighten.  Check the curtain rod is horizontal and adjust if required. 
 

 

 
Product Care Advice 
To retain the best quality finish, clean product regularly with a soft damp cloth.  
Do not use abrasive or chemical cleaners, as these will damage the product.  
 
Please retain this leaflet for future reference. 
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